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Canal + Withdraws From The Broadcasting Of Ligue 1 (12)
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Ви повинні увійти в систему, щоб мати доступ до кошика
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File photo - Illustration picture of Canal + and Ligue 1 Uber Eats during the Ligue 1 the Ligue 1 match between Paris Saint Germain and AS Monaco at Parc des Princes on February 21, 2021 in Paris, France. - Following the allocation this Friday of the old Mediapro lots to Amazon, that is to say eight Ligue 1 matches and eight Ligue 2 matches until 2024, the Canal + group announces that it is withdrawing from the broadcasting of L1 . Photo by David Niviere/ABACAPRESS.COM
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File photo - Illustration picture of Canal + and Ligue 1 Uber Eats during the Ligue 1 the Ligue 1 match between Paris Saint Germain and AS Monaco at Parc des Princes on February 21, 2021 in Paris, France. - Following the allocation this Friday of the old Mediapro lots to Amazon, that is to say eight Ligue 1 matches and eight Ligue 2 matches until 2024, the Canal + group announces that it is withdrawing from the broadcasting of L1 . Photo by David Niviere/ABACAPRESS.COM
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File photo - Illustration picture of Canal + and Ligue 1 Uber Eats during the Ligue 1 the Ligue 1 match between Paris Saint Germain and AS Monaco at Parc des Princes on February 21, 2021 in Paris, France. - Following the allocation this Friday of the old Mediapro lots to Amazon, that is to say eight Ligue 1 matches and eight Ligue 2 matches until 2024, the Canal + group announces that it is withdrawing from the broadcasting of L1 . Photo by David Niviere/ABACAPRESS.COM
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File photo - Illustration picture of Canal + and Ligue 1 Uber Eats during the Ligue 1 match between Paris Saint Germain and FC Nantes at Parc des Princes on March 13, 2021 in Paris, France. - Following the allocation this Friday of the old Mediapro lots to Amazon, that is to say eight Ligue 1 matches and eight Ligue 2 matches until 2024, the Canal + group announces that it is withdrawing from the broadcasting of L1 . Photo by David Niviere/ABACAPRESS.COM
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File photo - Illustration AMAZON (logo) is seen on the screen in Paris on January 25, 2020. - Following the allocation this Friday of the old Mediapro lots to Amazon, that is to say eight Ligue 1 matches and eight Ligue 2 matches until 2024, the Canal + group announces that it is withdrawing from the broadcasting of L1 . Photo by Eliot Blondet/ABACAPRESS.COM
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File photo - Illustration AMAZON (logo) is seen on the screen in Paris on January 25, 2020. - Following the allocation this Friday of the old Mediapro lots to Amazon, that is to say eight Ligue 1 matches and eight Ligue 2 matches until 2024, the Canal + group announces that it is withdrawing from the broadcasting of L1 . Photo by Eliot Blondet/ABACAPRESS.COM
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File photo - Illustration AMAZON (logo) is seen on the screen in Paris on January 25, 2020. - Following the allocation this Friday of the old Mediapro lots to Amazon, that is to say eight Ligue 1 matches and eight Ligue 2 matches until 2024, the Canal + group announces that it is withdrawing from the broadcasting of L1 . Photo by Eliot Blondet/ABACAPRESS.COM
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File photo - Logo of Amazon on the logistic warehouse of Amazon in Velizy-Villacoublay september 23 2019. - Following the allocation this Friday of the old Mediapro lots to Amazon, that is to say eight Ligue 1 matches and eight Ligue 2 matches until 2024, the Canal + group announces that it is withdrawing from the broadcasting of L1 . Photo by Raphael Lafargue/ABACAPRESS.COM
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File photo - Logo of Amazon on the logistic warehouse of Amazon in Velizy-Villacoublay september 23 2019. - Following the allocation this Friday of the old Mediapro lots to Amazon, that is to say eight Ligue 1 matches and eight Ligue 2 matches until 2024, the Canal + group announces that it is withdrawing from the broadcasting of L1 . Photo by Raphael Lafargue/ABACAPRESS.COM
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File photo - A shop sign of Amazon in Bonneuil, on April 17, 2020, France. - Following the allocation this Friday of the old Mediapro lots to Amazon, that is to say eight Ligue 1 matches and eight Ligue 2 matches until 2024, the Canal + group announces that it is withdrawing from the broadcasting of L1 . Photo by David Niviere/ABACAPRESS.COM
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File photo - A shop sign of Amazon in Bonneuil, on April 17, 2020, France. - Following the allocation this Friday of the old Mediapro lots to Amazon, that is to say eight Ligue 1 matches and eight Ligue 2 matches until 2024, the Canal + group announces that it is withdrawing from the broadcasting of L1 . Photo by David Niviere/ABACAPRESS.COM
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File photo - A logo of amazon, on May 07, 2020 in Velizy-Villacoublay, France. - Following the allocation this Friday of the old Mediapro lots to Amazon, that is to say eight Ligue 1 matches and eight Ligue 2 matches until 2024, the Canal + group announces that it is withdrawing from the broadcasting of L1 . Photo by David Niviere/ABACAPRESS.COM
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